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Candidate  
Name 

Beren Attoe 
 

Candidate 
Number 

 

Pathway 
 

Print & Journalism Level 3 Year 1 

Project Title Danganronpa: Shimei 
 

Section 1: Rationale (approx. 150 words) 
 
As a self-taught writer, the course has taught me how to show confidence and focus in my work. Skills and 
techniques have been honed rather than developed, as I already possessed many prior to starting the 
course. Now I know to place a much greater emphasis on research, time management and considering my 
target audience. The effects of this refinement can already be felt. 
 
This project is important due to the interactive techniques that will be used, as it is part of the ‘Visual Novel’ 
genre – which is a blend of novels and video games. Using murder mysteries and psychological horror as its 
base, I will present topics such as the concept of fatalism and the Prisoner’s Dilemma. The project will 
capture interest due to a unique premise, relatable characters and audience-participation polls. 
 
This will put forth the question... 
 
‘Can online stories (‘fanfiction’) be just as valid and engaging as traditionally published stories?’ 
  

Section 2: Project Concept (approx. 200 words) 
 
Danganronpa: Shimei is a murder mystery that stretches out for 6 chapters, and includes both a prologue 
and epilogue. There are elements of psychological horror, and will be set in the Danganronpa universe. 
This will be hosted on the social media website Tumblr, with semi-daily updates. A chapter’s section will be 
given its own week, and posts for that section will come out during that time before moving on. Thus, it is 
an ongoing story and will include audience-participation polls. 
 
My research will be geared towards two aspects… 
- The source material and other games in the Visual Novel genre. (Danganronpa 1+2, Steins;Gate, 
Fate/Stay Night, etc.) 
- Hobbies and sports that my characters are talented in. (Botany, fishing, Japanese calligraphy, etc.) 
 
The target audience for this project will be those between 16 and 25. However, older readers are more 
than welcome and not excluded. Fans of both psychological horror and murder mystery, as well as fans of 
Japanese animation (anime) will also like this. Their gender, economic status and sexual preference have 
no bearing on the story. Most importantly, this story is for me and those with similar interests to mine – as 
well as those in the Danganronpa community. 
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Table 1 - Project Proposal 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 3: Evaluation (approx. 150 words) 

 
Weekly updates of the story will be complimented by a weekly evaluation on my WordPress. Elements 
such as foreshadowing, character interaction and how visual pieces compliment the writing will be 
evaluated on. As I am delegating the visual work to artist friends, I will ensure that this is done ahead of 
time and will do my best to get regular updates. This will be evidenced through sketches they send me as 
well as documents outlining these commissions. 
 
Once the project has done, I will take the time to evaluate how the final product differed from my 
extensive planning! Beta character designs, scrapped posts, angles and plot points that were changed, etc. 
It will be a chance for me to reflect on how my planning and writing changes, my thought process amidst 
this and what might influence me to change my direction. 

 

Proposed Research Sources and Bibliography (Harvard Format)  

 
 Danganronpa 1+2 (Spike Chunsoft, 2010) ← video game, franchise that story is based off 

 Zero Escape Series (Chunsoft, 2009) ← video game, great example of tone and character 
relationships 

 Dreadnought-despair / cc-hatredisland (while fan works, they are key inspirations) ← Tumblr blogs, 
a key influence for me 

 Battle Royale (Fukasaku, 2000) ← film, a key influence for Danganronpa 

 Ace Attorney Series (Capcom, 2001) ← a source of logic and outside-the-box thinking 

 The Man Who Sold The World (Bowie, 1982) 

 Communication with members of the Danganronpa community (5+ people) 
 

Bibliography 
 Bowie, D. (1982). The Man Who Sold The World [Recorded by M. Ure]. On Party Party. N/A (Studio 

Release), N/A, N/A: Chrysalis Records. 

 Capcom. (2001, October 12). Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney. Global (Originally released in Japan): 
Capcom. 

 Chunsoft. (2009, December 10). Nine Hours, Nine Persons, Nine Doors. Spike. 

 Fukasaku, K. (Director). (2000). Battle Royale [Motion Picture]. 

 Spike Chunsoft. (2010, November 25). Danganronpa. Spike. 
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Project Action Plan and Timetable  

 
 

Table 2 - Project Action Plan and Timetable 

 

 

 

 

AC 1.1

Project Action Plan and Timetable 

Week Date Week 
Beginning 

Activity / What you are intending to do - 
including independent study 

Resources / What you will need to do 
it - including access to workshops 

4, 5 & 
6 

17th April Commissions / Maps / Tumblr Blog 
(This is the visual aspect. Maps done in pixel 
format, commission details sorted, blog 
created.) 
 
Prologue Synopsis 
(A basic plan of what happens. Not specific 
interactions unless it’s important.) 

FireAlpaca 
(Art program for making maps.) 
 
Google Documents 
(Useful for profiles + writing tools.) 
 
Tumblr 
(Where the story will be hosted.) 

7, 8, 9 
& 10 

8th May Prologue 
(Waking up -> Introductions -> Monokumo -
> Graduation rules) 

Google Docs, Tumblr, Imgur 
(Imgur is to host icons and other 
images I have.) 

EXTRA (Estimated) 
22nd May 
onwards* 

Chapter 1 Opening 
(‘What do we do now’ -> Map exploration) 
 
Audience participation poll will occur after 
character introductions. This will determine who 
the protagonist interacts with. Others will get 
their chance to appear, but this will be the focus. 

 
Chapter 1 Freetime 
(Audience poll -> Interactions -> 1st Motive -
> Body discovery) 

Google Docs, Tumblr, Imgur 
 
*The story will be made through 
Tumblr’s ‘Drafts’ function before being 
posted online. If the prologue (and 
appropriate art) is finished ahead of 
time, the prologue will be gradually 
released online and I will begin writing 
Chapter 1, but it is NOT NECESSARY for 
my project. 
 
The audience participation poll will be 
hosted on Strawpoll. 

11 5th June Final evaluation 
(How it went, how it differed from the 
planning, the future, etc.) 
 
Editing 
(Inserting art pieces that came in late, 
making some final tweaks to the blog and 
writing, but changing nothing major.) 

None 
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction  

 
My Final Major Project is an examination and experiment with fan-created stories set in an already 

established universe. The term for this is ‘fanfiction’, and can cover a wide variety of topics. I delve 

into this by creating fanfiction set in the world of Danganronpa – a series of murder mystery games 

first released on the PlayStation Vita and later released on PC. The first chapter of my project’s 

portfolio presents my history as a writer, what my major influences were and why my project is 

important to both myself and the average person. This is complimented by a look at what skills I learnt 

and what skills I honed on this course, and further insight into what the project is about, finished off 

with a blurb/synopsis of the story’s premise. 

 

The Background of my Project  

 What is it that made me do my project?  

I have always had an interest in Visual Novels, a sub-genre of video games that can be seen 
as interactive books. Most importantly, I’ve held an interest in stories told from a first 
person perspective. This piece from the Term 1 project is an example of showing this 
interest early on. For this project in particular, I’ve always wished to write a story about 
Danganronpa for up to three years – since I was invested in it. 

 What do I hope to achieve with this project? 

My project is important because I also wish to raise awareness about visual novels and how 
easy it is to defer from traditional literature into more interactive fiction. 

My desired career is to create and sell visual novels of my own online, on the PC gaming 
platform ‘Steam’. By delving into fanfiction and gauging people’s overall interest in that, I 
can learn for when my works turn into commercial products. This dream has stayed with me 
for over a decade, and it has been shaped by collaborate writing (‘roleplaying’) online, story-
driven video games and seeing other, more successful fan-works such as dreadnought-
despair. 

 What is the basic premise of my project?  

The basic premise of this project is to create fanfiction but make it as engaging and as 
fulfilling as any other book. It’s a murder mystery crossed with psychological horror, with 6 
chapters and one murder per chapter – this project is limited to the Prologue, which sets 
everything in motion. 

 How does this relate to my target audience? 

I seek to put forth a thrilling murder mystery story to an online audience, those that have 

some knowledge of Visual Novels and/or Tumblr-based stories. The idea is to show that it is 

fanfiction, but not require that the reader be aware of Danganronpa, or well-versed in it. It 

AC 1.1 2.1

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVaSJfGX4eBx3J6Jnu1sP6KMPv-oohP74oLIucnCqFQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVaSJfGX4eBx3J6Jnu1sP6KMPv-oohP74oLIucnCqFQ/edit
http://dreadnought-despair.tumblr.com/
http://dreadnought-despair.tumblr.com/
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relates to a Tumblr-based audience because Tumblr is commonly used by budding artists and 

writers. 

What did I learn from my course? 
During our first week, we were tasked with ‘finding ourselves’. For me, this was easier to accomplish. 

A writer of at least 8 years, I already had some kind of grasp on my style, my tastes and my methods. 

However, there were 3 skills I was able to pick up from this course. 

1. Research – Primary & Secondary research has helped me distinguish and better balance my 

research. Qualitative and quantitative has also supported this. By learning this, my research 

stages are better. 

2. Visual/Interactivity – I am more confident in outsourcing parts of my work (regardless if I 

get these pieces on time or not). I can do this while not relying on this to complete the piece, 

and make these outsourced elements secondary. 

3. Questioning – The distinction between open, closed and leading questions. By learning this, 

I can tailor my interviews and – in some ways – creative dialogue to match my (or that 

character’s) intent. 

(More on this WordPress post.) 

SWOT Analysis 
Strengths – The ability to create a captivating story, word choice, the actual writing itself. Bolstered 

by strong research sources and interactive elements. For production and research, I am able to 

succeed and have become confident in sharing my work with those I know and am comfortable with. 

Weaknesses – Time management. Some issues regarding mental health and my unhealthy 

perfectionism can create problems. I strive to have art everywhere, music, interactive elements and 

an audience to read the work as its being developed. If one of these aspects falters, I begin to panic. 

Opportunities – Conversing with the community that I am a part of, gleaning information from them 

as well as having the opportunity for many interviews. Through this work, I may be able to introduce 

people to the franchise that I am very fond of. 

Threats – Personal commitments, having to commission artists which takes up money and time. The 

latter being from setting up commission guidelines and descriptions. I am part of several 

collaborative writing groups, I manage a tabletop RPG group and I do proofreading work for my 

parents. Of course, this FMP takes precedence. 

(More on this WordPress post.) 

What is my project about? 
My project is known as Danganronpa: Shimei. Miki Kageshita, an ordinary Japanese high school 

student, is trapped with 15 ‘elites’ of her age inside an underground facility. Escaping means killing 

one without being caught. The students gradually dwindle in numbers, and a great many mysteries 

hang over Miki’s head. Why is she here? What is the Oracle Sciences Complex? Where is the 

authorities? All while facing the fact that she could wake up and another one of her friends might be 

found dead. 

https://berenattoejournalism.wordpress.com/2017/05/21/fmp-week-1-2-3-planning-proposal-pre-production/
https://berenattoejournalism.wordpress.com/2017/05/21/fmp-week-1-2-3-planning-proposal-pre-production/
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This fanfiction is set in the Danganronpa universe, hosted on Tumblr and provides multiple murder 

mysteries wrapped up in an overarching plot with psychological horror and philosophical questions 

on the subject of time, fate and how we see the world. 

My role encapsulates 90% of this project. I am responsible for setting up the blog, writing the material 

and commissioning artists for visual work. 

Hope’s Peak Academy. The most prestigious high school in Japan. They’re not like other high 

schools, as they only have one class per year. One can’t just enrol, either. They must be scouted 

out by the academy itself, noticed for talent. They are the nation’s brightest high school 

students. Their aptitude borders on superhuman ability, so upon being invited they are known 

as an Ultimate. They could be the Ultimate Baker, the Ultimate Musician, the Ultimate 

Photographer, etcetera. Graduating is a ticket to success. But…they have an exception. 

Every year, a raffle is held amongst the ordinary ‘talentless’ high school students. One is picked 

out of the millions, and invited as the Ultimate Lucky Student. This year’s lucky student 

happens to be one Miki Kageshita, an ordinary girl. 

‘Fate has chosen me for this!’ 

She proudly proclaims this before stepping inside… 

…And blacking out. 

When she next wakes, she finds herself trapped with 15 other Ultimate students inside an 

unknown facility, forced to play a game. A game where they all put their life on the line. It’s 

the Killing Game. To escape, you must kill one of your classmates without being killed. 

Welcome to the Oracle Sciences Complex. 
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CHAPTER 2  

Literature/Resources Review  

     
 

Introduction  
This is a collection of literature and resources that I took inspiration from and planned for future 

examination. Topics of visual novels, changing a story’s tone mid-development and fatalism are 

looked at. The chapter also takes a look at many of the project’s inspirations, looking into what I 

took from it, why it inspired me, who it was from and how it has shaped my project’s aims. 

There is also a look at the requirements of my project, the (personal) budget I had and how I tackled 

problems in the beginning stages. 

 

Requirements for my creative media production project 
This is work you have already produced for Understanding the Requirements of a Creative 

Media Production Project (1.1)   In this section, you should present your findings of the media 

industry and jobs related to your media project.   

My work as an interactive writer required only a few things. 

There was an indirect role and a direct role in my project. The artists I commissioned for visual work 

had an indirect role, for producing art on time and communicating with me. This was invaluable, but 

ultimately not crucial to the project’s completion. My role as the sole writer and director was a 

direct role, as I had control over the project’s direction and the writing itself. 

The skills I needed were a variety of writing skills, ranging from… 

 Character & Setting 

 Theme, Genre & Tone 

 Specificity & Editing 

As for the practical side of my work, I required websites. Tumblr in order to host my story. Imgur to 

backup my images. Google Docs to write out drafts.  

Early on, I also planned to use FireAlpaca, Paint Tool SAI and Inkscape for practicing my own art and 

creating maps, as they’re all competent art programs! However, this fell short due to time 

constraints. I had to focus on writing, and I simply didn’t have the time to go from ‘zero to hero’ with 

my drawing ability. 

Lastly, I needed to know how I would reach my target audience. A major influence (mentioned more 

below) is dreadnought-despair, a fan-created story in the same vein as my own. I had to know how 

many people might view my story on Tumblr, and what ‘tags’ to use. Tagging a post made on Tumblr 

means it will appear once people search those tags. Reblogging a post allows one person to share 

another person’s post with their followers. I relied more on tagging than reblogging, and used the 

‘fangan ronpa’ tag as it was popular given the target audience the story would definitely appeal to – 

AC 1.1 2.1

https://berenattoejournalism.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/week-4-skills-character-setting-greg/
https://berenattoejournalism.wordpress.com/2016/11/11/week-5-theme-genre-and-tone/
https://berenattoejournalism.wordpress.com/2016/11/12/week-6-specificity-memoirs-and-editing/
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fans of Danganronpa, hence ‘fangan’ (mixing ‘fan’ and ‘dangan’). I also used ‘writing’, ‘interactive 

story’ and ‘fanfiction’ to reach out to a broader crowd. 

CONCLUSION - Who/what was my inspiration?  
I was influenced by a mix of media once I started the project. From video games to songs, I 

pinpointed many influences to look into – some have stayed with me for years, which shows how 

much of an effect they have had on me. It should be made known that these influences are mostly 

Visual Novels of some kind, as they’ve had a profound effect on my life and style as a writer since I 

started writing to begin with. 

Here, I talk about the material that the piece deals with, how much of an effect it had on me and 

what I already know about it (or rather, why it influences me). 

Danganronpa – A series of video games mixing puzzle solving with interactive fiction, and the biggest 

influence of all. I had been introduced to the series by a friend in late 2013, and it has stuck with me 

since. It influenced me due to how unforgettable it is, and how much emphasis they put on 

characterization and mind-bending murder mysteries. 

Fate/Stay Night – Considered one of the most popular visual novels, and originally released in 2004, 

this game spawned a franchise that is still going strong today. I did not grow up with this, but 

experienced it many years ago, and it showed me what exactly a visual novel was all about. There 

were a great number of choices, many of them leading to bad endings and/or game overs, and 

influenced me so heavily that it gave me a fascination for bad futures. That would carry over to the 

planning of my story’s plot – chapter 5, specifically. 

Steins;Gate – Next to Fate/Stay Night, Steins;Gate is just as popular, but with very few choices 

involved. Instead, I learned how diverse a Visual Novel could be. It’s technically considered a ‘Kinetic 

Novel’, due to being largely from A to B, but with different endings at crucial points. I also learned 

how…not to pace stories, from this. At least 8 hours is spent on introducing characters and the 

setting. While the story was very enjoyable and memorable, I know that (very) slow starts are hard 

for me to like and even harder for me to pull off. 

Zero Escape – A trilogy of puzzle ‘escape-the-room’ games with visual novel elements, and also the 

‘sister series’ to Danganronpa due to the same company (but different director and writers behind 

it). There is a far larger emphasis on character interaction and philosophical discussion, which greatly 

intrigues me! By introducing me to Schrodinger’s Cat, The Butterfly Effect, Prisoner’s Dilemma, 

Many-Worlds Interpretation and The Experience Machine, I am able to take all of these debates and 

learn from them!  

Ace Attorney – The series I grew up with the most, Ace Attorney is a video game franchise featuring 

courtroom dramas and 4-5 murder mysteries per game…for a total of 8+ games so far. I grew up 

with the original game, Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney, and it is extremely memorable. The 

franchise’s very liberal use of outside-the-box logic and lateral thinking has pushed it as a puzzle 

game first, Visual Novel second. It’s taught me how to think about murder mysteries, and what I 

could do to make them interesting. 

The Man Who Sold The World – A song written by David Bowie. It was originally done by him, 

before being covered by Nirvana and Midge Ure. The latter cover (Midge Ure) was a moment of 

spontaneous inspiration for me, as it sparked the creation of one particular character for my project! 

The dark tone and manipulative lyrics provide a lot of material for me to work from. 
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Dreadnought-despair – A fan-story on Danganronpa that can be found on Tumblr. It has 70 

followers, and is reasonably popular for a fan-story due to frequent art and the creator’s 

communication with her audience. It inspired me to start this project and can be seen as the last 

little kick for me. I loved the writing, and the art was gorgeous, I felt as if I couldn’t live up to 

something like that. I asked for any tips through an anonymous ask, and the creator was more than 

willing to give me crucial advice – the most important being that I did not need art to have a 

successful story. For that reason, I set aside my worries and began. 

VA-11 HALL-A – A Visual Novel and ‘bartending simulator’ on PC. Nothing truly happens in the story, 

and it almost never moves away from a single room, which happens to be the bar that the main 

character works at. It is for this reason, however, that it is so engaging. Ordinary people come and 

share their stories with their own character arcs as the days pass, and it is able to do so much with 

so little. In fact, it was largely created by only two people and an independent musician they 

commissioned. That’s inspiring on its own, but the writing’s quality in being to tell so much with only 

dialogue is astounding. 

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya – An anime (Japanese animation) that began as a series of light 

novels. The story is entirely told from the point of view of one ordinary high school student, simply 

known as ‘Kyon’, and he serves as the anime’s narrator due to his copious amounts of deadpan 

sarcasm. I grew up with this series, and even now I strive to be as on-the-nose and as witty as this. 

Homestuck – Webcomic released under mspaintadventures. Now with more pages than War and 

Peace, it’s technically one of the longest pieces of fiction in history. The story put a focus on 

characterization and worldbuilding. While it may have faltered in those aspects toward the end – a 

problem of the story growing too long and convoluted – it was highly enjoyable 7 years ago. It 

introduced me to the concept of ‘shipping’, which is slang for pairing two fictional characters 

together in a relationship whether or not it was romantic. That helps understand the Tumblr 

community as a whole, as many writers from there started out with Homestuck! 
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CHAPTER 3 

Research Design and Strategies  

 
Introduction 
 

This chapter details the extent of my research for this Final Major Project, taking into account other 

sources as well as my inspirations. I ask who, what, why, when, where and how to cover my 

motives, and take a look into the research that I decided not to look into. 

For the record, I have researched… 

 Two video game / novel franchises. 

 One movie and why it serves as an influence for Danganronpa. 

 One song, though there are several covers of it by different artists. 

 Three different fields of study, ranging from hobbies to sciences. One is primary research. 

Two are secondary. 

 Five members of the Danganronpa community (the ‘fandom’).  

What was the intent behind your research? 

The intent was to find out how to set up a gripping prologue, which is what my project covered. 

Much of this research was to learn about characterization, introducing the cast and how to set a 

dark tone while sprinkling in comedy and using colourful character designs. I examined one game 

franchise in particular to learn how they handled a first person narrator, and if it was past tense or 

present tense. 

Who was involved in your research? 

Myself, largely. Most of the research was secondary, using articles and the material to draw 

conclusions. However, there were a few key pieces of primary research. One was the questionnaire 

that went out to members of the Danganronpa community, later turned into an interview with one 

of them. The other was a field of study – fishing. It was myself for 80% of the research, and close 

friends/family (of whom are trustworthy sources) for the other 20% 

When did this research take place? 

It took place early on in my planning stages, before I had even finished writing the profiles for all 16 

characters. This meant that the research would influence the project’s direction without resulting in 

panic or changes mid-development. 

What changed over the course of your research? 

There were several influences and pieces of work that did not get examined, including but not 

limited to Ace Attorney, Homestuck and VA-11 HALL-A. This was partly due to time constraints, but 

also for individual reasons.  

 Ace Attorney was murder-focused, and the prologue of my story featured no murders yet. 

AC 2.1 2.2
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 Homestuck turned out to not be up to my standards and did not entirely fit with my story, 

worldbuilding cannot be used to such an extent in an already established world that you 

don’t deviate from too much. 

 VA-11 HALL-A was simply technical difficulties and wishing to vary my reason. 

How much did the research influence your project? 

A lot! It was a good decision to pace my research at the beginning of my project. The magnitude of 

my research shaped my project’s direction, turning it from a ‘simple Danganronpa fan-story’ to a 

story in which I could tweak and break the tropes unique to Danganronpa for a more thrilling 

experience. I felt freedom, most of all. The research quelled most of the worries and troubles I had.  

Why is most of this research secondary? 

Research Methods 
I handled research on a case-by-case basis for my methods. The varying mediums of what I 

examined meant that there wasn’t any ‘one’ way to handle this, thus it will be explained in bullet 

points.  

 Danganronpa – Secondary. There are two games for purchase on PC, and I played through 

them both. I also looked up several articles to bolster my research, as this was the most 

important. 

 Virtue’s Last Reward – Secondary. Part of the Zero Escape Trilogy, as mentioned in my 

influences. I owned the game personally and played through it, but it was in a way that I 

could not record any footage or screenshots myself. Thus, I had to look up an online 

playthrough on YouTube. To bolster, I found a few articles. 

 Battle Royale – Secondary. The content itself was too dark for me to handle, so I shifted 

focus and found articles on the connection between Danganronpa and Battle Royale. 

 The Man Who Sold The World – Secondary. I listened to the song multiple times and looked 

at the lyrics, drawing my own conclusions from there. 

 Calligraphy – Secondary. A field of study. This was accomplished through a website revolving 

around Japanese Calligraphy. 

 Occult – Secondary. A field of study. The same as above, but with occultism websites. 

 Fishing – Primary/Secondary. A field of study. I had a talk with my father, who has had years 

of experience with fishing, and supported his statement with some light secondary reading. 

 Danganronpa Community – Primary/Secondary. An online questionnaire was sent out to 5 

people of my community. From there, I interviewed one in particular through text on Skype. 

Target Audience 
Who am I making this for? 

I am making this for fans of Danganronpa, fans of murder mysteries, fans of psychological horror and 

for anyone between the ages of 16 and 25 (primarily, 16+). This will be available and broadcasted to 

anyone who frequents Tumblr, using that website’s tagging and reblogging system. I have a narrow 

audience and a broad audience and this story is accessible to both audiences. 

Demographics? 

The first game in the series, Danganronpa: Trigger Happy Havoc, sold at least 330,000 units 

worldwide. This does not take into account the two sequels and the spinoff (1.5). 
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On Tumblr, there are at least 1000+ people who are invested in creating their own original 

characters (OCs), all for Danganronpa. Other franchises have similar communities. 

Why would they be interested? 

The Danganronpa series is well-known for mind-blowing twists and topics that other games rarely 

approach. By capturing that same feeling, readers will be able to experience the same joy of ‘who is 

going to die next?’ and ‘who will be the killer?’ When they think they know what will happen next, 

the story will surprise them yet again. My online questionnaire also covers why people in the 

Danganronpa community write and read fan-stories. 

This can be found out on… 

http://www.vgchartz.com/game/76606/danganronpa-trigger-happy-havoc/  

For my broader audience, I believe they would be interested as it is a story that does not require 

additional reading or knowledge of Danganronpa, and is something anyone can get into. 

This can be found out on… 

https://www.tumblr.com/search/writing+help  

https://www.tumblr.com/search/writing 

https://www.tumblr.com/search/writers 

  

http://www.vgchartz.com/game/76606/danganronpa-trigger-happy-havoc/
https://www.tumblr.com/search/writing+help
https://www.tumblr.com/search/writing
https://www.tumblr.com/search/writers
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CHAPTER 4  

Writing and presenting my research findings 

 
DANGANRONPA 
Danganronpa is a video game franchise both developed and set in Japan. Being the franchise that 
my story is set in, I knew much of my research would be focused on this and its inspirations. The 
setting revolves around Hope’s Peak Academy, a privileged school that scouts out and recruits a 
class of 16 students every year – each of whom are extremely talented in something and are 
referred to as ‘Ultimates’ or ‘Super High School Levels’. These talents can range from dancing, to 
sports, to science. 
  
After being trapped in an isolated environment, the new class of students are met by the sadistic 
cartoon bear calling himself ‘Monokuma’. There, he forces the students to play a game. They can live 
in peace for the rest of their lives, never going to the outside world. Or, they can kill one of their 
classmates without being caught and escape. Each chapter involves a different murder, using 
motives as the catalysts. These motives can range from loved ones being threatened, to promises of 
fame and wealth. 

 
http://www.kotaku.co.uk/2016/09/19/a-beginners-guide-to-danganronpa 

Looking into this, I could see there was a wealth of information to take from the series – as well as 
the methods used by Danganronpa’s creator, Kazutaka Kodaka. 
  

“We start building the scenario, characters and game system at once. At the beginning, we 
build the basic settings and then combine those three pieces to create a story. This is how we 

AC 2.1 2.2

http://www.kotaku.co.uk/2016/09/19/a-beginners-guide-to-danganronpa
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build the story that players can only experience with a game, but not with animation or 
novels.” 

http://www.siliconera.com/2010/10/28/dangan-rompa-interview-discuses-character-design-and-
battle-royale/ 

 “When creating the characters for Danganronpa, this is what I think about: How to turn the 
player’s expectations on its head. The reason I use very tropey characters is that this 
approach makes it easy to mislead players based on their expectations. And once you lead 
them as far as you want them to go, then suddenly pull them back, it makes that shock all 
the more impactful.” 
http://www.usgamer.net/articles/danganronpa-director-kazutaka-kodaka-on-the-power-of-

psychopop 
  
The two excerpts (and the interviews they stemmed from) were helpful for my creative process. By 
getting into the same method – or a similar method – as the creator, I could stay true to the story’s 
atmosphere. Colourful visuals with dark writing, using characters that have much more to them than 
meets the eye. 
  
It was also a moment of enlightenment, because I knew that my methods were already similar – and 
that Kazutaka Kodaka is a writer who influences me. Knowing these two combined was – and still is – 
a boost in confidence. 
  
So, as a person well-acquainted with the series (it’s been with me for three years now), I knew many 
of the tropes that Danganronpa sticks to and reuses. My story would not go past the first chapter – 
which, for context, is 1/6th of a 25+ hour game – meaning I could particularly focus on looking at the 
prologue. 
  
Below is a glimpse into my observations regarding the prologue of the first game. I focused on 
character and pacing, as these are aspects of Kodaka’s writing that I feel, as a reader, he does best. 
To that end, I made notes about the story’s progression alongside an analysis of every major 
character. 

 

http://www.siliconera.com/2010/10/28/dangan-rompa-interview-discuses-character-design-and-battle-royale/
http://www.siliconera.com/2010/10/28/dangan-rompa-interview-discuses-character-design-and-battle-royale/
http://www.usgamer.net/articles/danganronpa-director-kazutaka-kodaka-on-the-power-of-psychopop
http://www.usgamer.net/articles/danganronpa-director-kazutaka-kodaka-on-the-power-of-psychopop
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Character introductions were dished out in handful-sized chunks of 5 to 4 each. I would take this and 
use that same technique in my own story, because doing so in groups stops the reader from being 
overwhelmed. Having 5 character introductions at a time is far easier than having all of them to go 
through. 
  
There are two key differences I would make, however. Both the first and second games began the 
story with an overview of Hope’s Peak Academy, the protagonist and their personality. However, 
this is merely info dumping, and provides a slow start. 
  
The first difference is that the story starts abruptly. Miki – whose name we don’t even know yet – 
wakes up all of a sudden, in a place that is definitely not her bedroom. Her amnesia allows a more 
gradual stream of information. As well as this, the amnesia is foreshadowing. Why does she, in 
particular, have temporary amnesia? Did any of the others have it? 
  
One key difference is that I introduce the deuteragonist* before everyone else. This sets him up as 
an ally for Miki, and means that there are only 14 introductions to go through later. This also shows 
that he, too, is suffering from amnesia. Unlike Miki, this seems to be more severe which contrasts 
with his happy-go-lucky persona. 
  
*A deuteragonist is defined, by TV Tropes, as…  
‘Deuteragonist. The second guy. No, not the Sidekick, who follows the main character around. Not 
the Supporting Protagonist, who is the main character yet not the focus of the story. Not the Decoy 
Protagonist either. The second person the show revolves around.’ It also goes on to say that ‘an 
important aspect is that we see quite a bit of the story from this character’s point of view, and that 
they get a good amount of screen time/pages.’ 
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VIRTUE’S LAST REWARD 
Virtue’s Last Reward is the second game in a trilogy known as the Zero Escape Series. The trilogy is 
known for a fixation on the number 9, diverse characters and a mixture of puzzle and reading 
elements (which are coined as ‘adventure’ and ‘novel’ modes respectively). This series was also 
developed by Spike Chunsoft, making it a sister series to Danganronpa. 
  
I went into this knowing that I would be looking at examples of characterization, writing style and 
character interaction, elements that the Zero Escape Trilogy do exceptionally well and are what 
draw me into these stories. 
As may be evident, characters are the key focus for VLR, with the story having more than enough 
time to explain their motivations, backstory and relationships with others. 

 
(58:22, video below.) 
Despite being told in real time and not as a flashback, the protagonist’s inner thoughts were 
displayed in a past tense. This unique style is the same for my story. 

 
(57:20, same video) 

 https://youtu.be/Q3MGbpjWNQ8  
This style tells us, the reader, that the protagonist is also our narrator. He shows a real sense of 
confusion and wariness, while also peppering in some mild snark in ‘and unless it happened to be 
3:00 right now, it wasn’t going to be very useful for telling time.’ His personality shines through inner 
monologues as much as it does through dialogue, allowing us to connect with him. 

https://youtu.be/Q3MGbpjWNQ8
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I wanted that same effect for my story, all the while twisting and shaping it so that it would be my 
own. In that way, I was on the right track. 

 
As for character interaction and relationships, I could see this as well. The one I looked into was that 
of Tenmyoji and Quark. An old man around 60 years old and a small boy that was supposedly his 
grandson respectively. In many of the game’s routes (alternate timelines), Quark is put in danger 
through a virus or by disappearing. Because of this, Tenmyoji turns from a cynical stoic to a 
distressed father, immediately becoming one of the most emotional members of the cast. 
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(15:37, video below.) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udtY1EClAg4  
(Told from Quark’s perspective, not the protagonist’s. ‘Grandpa’ is Tenmyoji.) 
From all of this, I learned to keep an eye out for character relationships and the writing style that 
VLR used for the inner thoughts. By making the protagonist a narrator as well, there is a bigger 
chance that my audience will be able to connect with them and better understand their personality. 
  
Further Reading… 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/184632/the_storytelling_secrets_of_.php 
http://www.siliconera.com/2013/05/29/999-and-virtues-last-reward-creator-chats-about-
suspenseful-visual-novels/ 
http://uk.ign.com/articles/2013/04/22/down-the-rabbit-hole-the-narrative-genius-of-virtues-last-
reward 
  

BATTLE ROYALE 
I wished to examine the film, Battle Royale, as Danganronpa has been compared to it on more than 
one occasion in articles. A collection of Japanese high school students are placed onto an island and 
forced to kill each other, with the last person standing being the winner. 
  
Unfortunately, early scenes and an examination of IMDB’s Parental Guide for the movie had 
revealed that I would not be able to stomach the sensitive content. Excessive live action gore is one 
thing that I am uncomfortable with, and the film is ripe with it. As such, I instead shifted focus to 
how much the creator was influenced by Battle Royale. 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=udtY1EClAg4
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/184632/the_storytelling_secrets_of_.php
http://www.siliconera.com/2013/05/29/999-and-virtues-last-reward-creator-chats-about-suspenseful-visual-novels/
http://www.siliconera.com/2013/05/29/999-and-virtues-last-reward-creator-chats-about-suspenseful-visual-novels/
http://uk.ign.com/articles/2013/04/22/down-the-rabbit-hole-the-narrative-genius-of-virtues-last-reward
http://uk.ign.com/articles/2013/04/22/down-the-rabbit-hole-the-narrative-genius-of-virtues-last-reward
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[Hardcore Gamer] Where did the inspiration come for the basic plot of the game? 
[Kazutaka Kodaka] The original desire was to create a new IP, so delving into what I was 
interested in – Battle Royale and mystery novels. I thought, “what is a way I can combine 
these two things to create a new experience?” 

http://www.hardcoregamer.com/2015/03/12/danganronpa-director-kazutaka-kodaka-opens-up-on-
plot-points-future-of-series/137580/ 

The game has a theme of “despair,” which is maybe not a theme you would expect from a 
game. Can you talk a little bit about how and why it approaches that theme? 
YT: At first, the game, we didn’t naturally think about the theme of despair. But through the 
scenario, we mainly wanted to focus on a Battle Royale-style scenario — how people survive. 
But it became natural for us to consider having a theme that stood out, and that’s why we 
decided on the theme of hope and despair. 
When you say “Battle Royale,” do you mean the book or the movie? Or just a general 
battle royale theme? 
YT: I mean the movie Battle Royale. Our original idea was for a closed circle — which they 
often use in mystery novels. We wanted to do a setting where all the students would be 
trapped in one area. 

http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/211205/Dangan_Ronpa_Death_stress_and_standing_out_f
rom_the_crowd.php 

T-G: So some films, one for instance that was fairly popular here in the United States, Battle 
Royale, has a heavy allegorical theme offering an analysis of the life of Japanese students. Is 
there a theme that you would say runs through your games? 
KK: My theme was similar to Battle Royale but I didn’t derive direct inspiration from it. I 
actually made the game based on high school students killing each other. Normally adults 
are more mature so I wanted to convey the story using high school students who are a little 
less mature and not fully developed. I used the story to portray their growth because as high 
school students they ‘aren’t complete yet.’ This eventually ended up becoming like a Battle 
Royale. 

http://www.tech-gaming.com/qa-kazutaka-kodaka/ 
From this, I had a basic understanding of Battle Royale’s premise as well as how much Danganronpa 
was influenced by it. The amount of comparisons that the community and other articles made far 
outweighed the actual inspiration Kazutaka Kodaka got from Battle Royale. It was not designed to be 
a spiritual successor, and instead the story naturally came to be like Battle Royale. In that way, I 
learned that Kazutaka Kodaka was leaning more on writing a story he enjoyed himself. As he puts 
himself… 
  

Schreier: Tell me about what it’s like to write a Danganronpa story. Do you start with the 
main mystery and then work from there? What’s your process like? 
Kazutaka: Basically speaking, the story, the characters, and the gameplay are thought of, 
developed, and written concurrently. However, probably within that, the one that I pay the 
most attention to and give the most focus to is the characters, making sure they’re really well 
written and well done. 

http://kotaku.com/a-brief-q-a-with-the-writer-of-danganronpa-1689628454 
  

THE MAN WHO SOLD THE WORLD 
The Man Who Sold The World is a song written by David Bowie and released on November 4th, 
1970. It is the title track of his third album, and has been covered by various artists since then – 
notably by Nirvana, Lulu and Midge Ure. 
  

http://www.hardcoregamer.com/2015/03/12/danganronpa-director-kazutaka-kodaka-opens-up-on-plot-points-future-of-series/137580/
http://www.hardcoregamer.com/2015/03/12/danganronpa-director-kazutaka-kodaka-opens-up-on-plot-points-future-of-series/137580/
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/211205/Dangan_Ronpa_Death_stress_and_standing_out_from_the_crowd.php
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/211205/Dangan_Ronpa_Death_stress_and_standing_out_from_the_crowd.php
http://www.tech-gaming.com/qa-kazutaka-kodaka/
http://kotaku.com/a-brief-q-a-with-the-writer-of-danganronpa-1689628454
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I will be looking into the Midge Ure cover, which was a 1982 studio release. The song takes a much 
darker tone, with heavy use of piano and synthesizer. Midge Ure’s cover was also used as the title 
track of the 2015 video game, Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain. 
  
The fact that this song is being used as inspiration started as a complete accident. I listen to music 
frequently while writing, and I landed onto the song through YouTube’s autoplay function. This 
happened to be while I was writing up characters, and ended up influencing the creation of Yukito 
Suguri. Its darker musical tone, coupled with a singer who sounds gleeful, smart and in complete 
control of everything around him. Overall, the words are twisted to come from a very manipulative 
perspective. 
  

We passed upon the stair 
We spoke of was and when 
Although I wasn’t there 
He said I was his friend 
Which came as some surprise 
I spoke into his eyes 
I thought you died alone 
A long long time ago 
  
(This sets up the story of two men. The singer meets someone who he knew. When this 
person says that he was his friend, the singer is surprised as he thought this person had died 
alone a long long time ago.) 
  
Oh no, not me 
I never lost control 
You’re face to face 
With the man who sold the world 
  
(But this second person remarks that he never died, that he was always in control. Simply 
saying ‘you’re face to face’ makes him appear important. Being the ‘man who sold the 
world’ in the context of this darker tone sets him up as a much higher figure, a person of 
great importance.) 

  
Yukito Suguri, one of my characters, was directly inspired by this song. Taking the words literally, 
with help from the cover’s darker tone, turned Yukito into an extremely manipulative person. He is 
introduced as a soft-spoken pushover, but I knew that a later chapter would reveal him as a cold, 
unfeeling businessman with a far more complicated past than what is initially expected. It is turning 
the ‘soft, tiny weakling with a pure heart’ trope onto its head. 
  

TALENTS 
Calligraphy 
Kinjirou Sashihara is another character in my story, and is dubbed as the Ultimate Calligraphist. This 
stemmed from the desire to have a ‘traditional’ Japanese talent amongst the cast. The first game 
had a ‘Doujinshi’ (Fanfic Author in the localization), and the second game had a ‘Yakuza’ (a global 
criminal syndicate that originated in Japan). Thus, I looked into the art of Japanese calligraphy. 
  
It is a traditional artform that is still popular today. Japancalligraphy defines it as… 
  

Japanese calligraphy (Shodo) is one of the most popular fine arts of Japan. Calligraphical 
works are appreciated no less than products of painting. But this kind of the fine arts also 
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possesses philosophical sense. In the simplest understanding, calligraphy is an art to write 
beautifully. The master creates a work of art by bamboo brush and inks on the rice paper. It 
transfers harmony and beauty. The parity of simple and graceful is embodied in calligraphical 
works as one of main principles of Japanese aesthetics wabi sabi. 

  
The page goes on further to say this. 
 

There is nothing casual in Japanese calligraphy. The beginning, the direction, the form and 
the ending of lines, the balance between elements are important for each line and point, and 
even the empty space testifies about many things. 
… 
Japanese calligraphy is not only the beauty, but also the sense more complex frequently, 
than value of written by brush hieroglyph. Harmony and elegance of lines creates not only 
aesthetic pleasure but also transfers thousand-year wisdom. Each line is meaningful; each 
movement of calligrapher’s brush creates something fine. 

  
Kinjirou was shaped by this research. I did not originally have an idea for his character, but my 
knowledge of Japanese calligraphy and the sheer effort it takes gave me inspiration. I used this and 
crafted a person whose only goal was perfection. 
  
He became analytical and critical of others, to the point of having few friends and an introverted 
lifestyle, but he was not inherently mean. The art and his heritage as the member of a powerful 
family defined him, which is all thanks to this research. 
  
http://www.japancalligraphy.eu/ 
  

Occult 
Occultism as a practice is summarized as… 
  

Occultism is the study of occult or hidden wisdom (to the occultist, it is the study of “Truth”, a 
deeper truth that exists beneath the surface). It can involve such subjects as magic, 
astrology, spiritualism, extra-sensory perception and numerology. There is often a strong 
religious element to these studies and beliefs, and many occultists profess adherence to 
religions such as Gnosticism, Hermeticism, Satanism, Luciferianism, Thelema and 
Neopaganism. 

  
It is very broad field by this definition, and can take many shapes and forms. This, however, leads to 
it being misunderstood or perceived as ‘generic’. 
  

Some religious denominations view the occult as being anything supernatural or paranormal 
which is not achieved by or through God, and is therefore considered the work of an 
opposing and malevolent entity, so that the word has negative connotations for many 
people. 

  
A final extract from the same description provides further insight into the methods and practices 
one may engage in. 
  

Direct insight into, or perception of, the occult does not consist of access to physically 
measurable facts, but is arrived at through the mind or the spirit, requiring some element of 
mental, psychological or spiritual training. This often makes use of a “focus”, which may be a 

http://www.japancalligraphy.eu/
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physical object, a ritualistic action (e.g. meditation or chanting), or a medium in which one 
becomes wholly immersed. 

  
All in all, this overview of the occult was incredibly useful. One of the characters, Reiko Rai, is 
dubbed as the Ultimate Occultist. I learned about this early on in my research, and the idea that 
ritualistic actions may be a key part of an occultist’s practice was perfect. Spiritualism, astrology and 
rituals are the centre of Reiko’s practices, and I felt far more confident about her character having 
learned about this field in more detail. 
  
It should be noted that Reiko is an odd character, even from her introduction. She is established as a 
‘meta’ character. She is fully aware of the fourth wall (a term for the barrier between the reader and 
the story), speaks cryptically and seems to be aware of what is going on before anyone else does. 
  
I did not need to focus on her backstory, because her personality and her deeds give the message 
that she does not need a backstory. Having one would actually hurt her character. She would talk 
about the extent of her talent and her vast knowledge of the occult, rather than shed any light on 
her past. 
  
http://www.witchcraftandwitches.com/related_occultism.html 
  

Fishing 
I knew from the outset that fishing was a similar sport to swimming. It yielded enjoyment and there 
are championships revolving around them, but they also improve the human body as a form of 
exercise. That was my line of thinking when making Daisuke Wakamatsu, the Ultimate Fisherman. 
His buff, highly absurd physique coupled with a ‘macho man’ attitude was a perfect starting point. 
It’s something of a running gag to call him something different referring to his body, with examples 
being ‘human steamroller’, ‘the Pain Train’ and an ‘assortment of fridges’. 
  
But how does fishing come into his life? How has it affected him? My research on the topic led me to 
Huffington Post, which wrote an article about the benefits of fishing. 
  

While fishing itself isn’t necessarily going to get your heart rate up, many of the best fishing 
spots require a bit of paddling, biking or hiking to reach, all of which have proven 
cardiovascular benefits. “You can make your fishing excursion as physical as you want,” 
Janna Superstein, president of fly fishing company Superfly International Inc., tells The 
Huffington Post. She stresses, however, that you don’t need to be incredibly active to 
participate. “Even just getting out there, you’ll still get the benefits of the outdoors and 
maybe that’s the beginning of a new fit, healthy lifestyle,” she says. 

  
I also found an article from The Telegraph, which lists several reasons on what people don’t tell you 
about fishing. 
 

8. There’s more to fishing than catching fish  
It helps of course, but if you only go fishing to catch fish, then you’re missing the point. 
Instead, go to be close to nature, to sit in one place – or several places – so quietly that you 
blend in with your surroundings. Study the habitat, work out where the fish are and then, if 
possible, get them to bite. If you fish well, you’ll probably catch a fish; and if you don’t catch 
one, you’ll still have the satisfaction of having fished well. 

  
How does this influence Daisuke? His excessively masculine behaviour and quirk for constantly 
yelling is part of a facade he puts on. He’s remarkably calm and patient, but puts on the mask so that 

http://www.witchcraftandwitches.com/related_occultism.html
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his many younger siblings have a living legend to look up to. In a way, he’s trying to be what his 
father was to him. 
  
Learning this tells me about Daisuke’s life as a fisher, how he grew to such an abnormal size (apart 
from anime/Danganronpa tropes) and what he’s learned from fishing. 
  
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/active/10870807/10-things-no-one-tells-you-before-you-take-up-
fishing.html 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/06/benefits-of-fishing_n_5754408.html 
  
INTERVIEWS 
During my research, I took it upon myself to understand the Danganronpa community a little bit 
more. Of Tumblr roleplayers (collaborative writers with their own characters) alone, personal 
experiences over 3 years have told me that there at least 1000 people, be it independent 
roleplayers, those who form groups or those who roleplay canonical characters. I couldn’t possibly 
get in touch with all of them, so I focused my research to 5 of my closest friends there. 
 
A Google Forms page was set up and sent out to these 5 people. The results are, as follows… 
(Warning for foul language. I didn’t worry about this or set any limitations, as I wanted the results to 
be as genuine as possible. They are structured so that the first person is always the top row, second 
person is the second row, etc.) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/active/10870807/10-things-no-one-tells-you-before-you-take-up-fishing.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/men/active/10870807/10-things-no-one-tells-you-before-you-take-up-fishing.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/09/06/benefits-of-fishing_n_5754408.html
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From these results, I can see that many people – while they may not follow any fanstories in 
particular – do recognize that people go for it as a means to practice writing, make characters and to 
express their love for Danganronpa. Though, many of these fanstories never go to completion. This 
was something I was already aware of, so it didn’t bother me so much. 
 
Following all of this, I picked one person in particular to interview. It was kept entirely informal and 
casual. This interview was conducted over Skype and on text, as the person was unavailable for 
calling and I didn’t have any decent recording software (without malware). 
rn = right now 
tbh = to be honest 
dr = danganronpa 
oc = original character 
 

Beren: so ill just ask you a couple of questions, swear as much as you want i'm not bothered 
by that this'll only be seen by a few people and i’ll just put you down as your nickname 
Beren: just treat this as a conversation nothing formal 
Beren: lemme know when you're good! 

Kou: okay ye! 
I can do it rn if its by text but if u want to call i'll need a bit 
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Beren: oh yeah it'd be by text ill just copy this as a transcript 

Kou: okay ye! then I'm good! 

Beren: right! so, youve been in the community for 4 years, if im reading the right answer? 
you said you stayed for your friends! how did you first come into the community? 
Beren: ive always been curious about that tbh, interview or no 

Kou: god I'm pretty sure. i'm unique in that sense?  I was already into dangan ronpa and 
then I stumbled across doubt academy on tv tropes. It looked really interesting so I made my 
first droc and just sorta...came into the community. 

Beren: okay yeah that's the first of heard i'd heard of tv tropes introducing someone to this 
messy community 

Kou: yeah I figured lol 

Beren: i think i remember the first time i saw doubt academy i was awed by how 
professional it looked aha 
Beren: everyone talked about it back then 
Beren: it kinda felt like a collaborative fanstory 
Beren: and speaking of fanstories i noticed something about your answer! if you could write 
one, you'd love it for the characters. does that hold true with any kind of writing? what do 
you look for the most when it comes to a piece of writing? 

Kou: so was I! and I definitely wanted to be involved in something that amazing. Not that 
I've ever gotten into doubt academy but. It was fun to write apps and talk with other 
hopefuls and hold our breaths the night of announcements. I enjoyed it.  
About fanstories, I think it does, personally! I believe that a good setting and a good plot are 
useless if the people we live it through aren't interesting. They don't even necessarily need 
to be likeable, but they have to have something that keeps readers invested in them 

Beren: yeah because we're following their journey and their arcs. its probably what kept 
people going in homestuck cause the actual plot was just awful by the end 

Kou: I was lost constantly during homestuck but yeah, I was invested in these kids and I 
wanted to see them through 

Beren: and oh god the shipping wars 

Kou: shudders 

Beren: so many shipping wars 
Beren: though im curious, is there something that sets an oc and an...actual character? if 
that makes sense! like, a fan's character, or a character someone you know made, 
comparing that to a character from a published work 
Beren: it could be anything, im just curious, does anything in particular set the two sides 
apart? 

Kou: I've been trying to train myself out of that mindset.  Looking at professional works as 
just being full of ocs makes it harder to compare yourself negatively, I guess.  I guess the only 
difference comes in with teen characters. Since most of the people in the community are 
teens or early 20s, I think we have a better grasp than grown people attempting to write 
young kids and messing everything up. 
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Beren: thats understandable! honestly thats a good mindset to have because then you arent 
overwhelmed or under pressure to 'live up to them' 
Beren: and we, today's generation, have a better grasp on...well, today's generation 
Beren: but continuing with character talk, what do you look for in characters? what is it that 
draws you to them? 

Kou: I'm drawn to most characters, I'm not really picky! Although it helps if they're relatable, 
even in the smallest ways. Even if theyre monsters,it helps to be able to see something in 
them that I can connect with 
Kou: Although hammy characters are amazing too. I just like characters that are fun to 
watch. Dio Brando's a monster but he's having so much fun with it it's impossible not to 
think of him as a favorite character 

[ We joke about the person’s love for Dio Brando for a few minutes, before returning to the 
questions. ] 

Beren: this is gonna be the last question to you! you like to think of professional works as full 
of ocs, so what's your opinion on the stigma surrounding fanfiction? people tend to think 
negatively about it, considering stuff like 50 shades of grey and my immortal 

Kou: There's good books and there's trashy books, and it's the same with fanfiction. I do 
think it's a shame that the stigma has become so prevalent because there's genuinely 
beautiful and well-written fan-fiction out there, but it's just sorta known as low-quality porn. 

Beren: yup i agree completely, couldn’t have put it better myself 
Beren: okay yeah that's all i gotta ask that covers everything! thank you so much for this 

Kou: yeah, no problem! it was fun 

REFERENCES 

Due to the college network blocking many of the websites referenced above, their links have been 

placed as citations. The full research post can be found here, where they are properly cited using 

Harvard referencing.  
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CHAPTER 5  

My Project  

 
Introduction  

In this chapter, I outline the pre-production, production and post-production stages of my project. I 
go over all of the problems that occurred in the midst of my research and planning, as well as my 
pitch presentation. Following that is an analysis of the material, character changes and feedback 
from my peers. To finish off, there is a recap of all problems faced and the added effort - the Tumblr 
blog, artist credits and showcasing how much I edited my work. 
 

PRE-PRODUCTION 
 

Character Profiles 
To start with, my character profiles were finished early on. With a rough framework of the plot in my 
head, I knew who the Big Bad Evil Guy* was. Danganronpa has always been a series in which the 
story is about the characters, not the other way around. So, I had to ensure that these characters 
were all fleshed out. Even those that would die early on, I needed some semblance of depth. 
  
*Slang for a mastermind, central antagonist and/or obviously evil entity. 

 
An example of a character profile. Their name, statistics, preferences, overall concept and what lies 
beyond public knowledge. Any deep issues, medical history and long-term goals are noted here. I 
also wrote a sample quote, to get an early impression of their mannerisms and vocabulary. 
  

AC 3.1
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That led to some interesting design changes! Reiko Rai and Saeko Koyama are of particular note! 

    

 
First is the original design of Reiko Rai, with her updated design to the right. My first idea for her was 
of an exotic fortune teller, obsessed with fate – which happened to be the overarching theme of the 
story itself. She would set herself up as a minor antagonist and contrasting force for Miki, the 
protagonist. However, as time grew, I found that her design was too outlandish. I understood her 
more as I wrote her profile, and thus this new design was born. Here, she is set up more as a minor 
antagonist that subtly breaks the fourth wall with a gothic design. I kept the strange eyes, as that 
was a staple for her and still fit into my new image. The only problem was her white ribbon – an 
unfortunate compromise with the dollmaker I used, Dreamselfy. I made a special note in her 
description that official art would not contain this ribbon. 
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Then, we have Saeko Koyama. Out of every single character, she had the most drastic change. She 
was initially set up as a waitress, with an emphasis on ‘moe’ – a trope in Japanese animation and a 
part of their entertainment culture. Then, I realized that there were one too many lighthearted 
characters with bright designs. So, I axed her concept and changed the idea. I wanted a more sour, 
cynical character to balance things out. Thus, her new design involved a punk-ish aesthetic, a 
smoking addiction and bleak eyes. She became a band manager, rather than a waitress, and has 
deep trust issues due to past relationships. 
  

Early Changes 
My schedule changed. A lot. The crux of my planning issues stemmed from overly high expectations. 
My initial expectation was to write the prologue and a full chapter, including that chapter’s fully 
fleshed out murder mystery! That would be a monumental amount of work, and would be roughly 
1/5 of the whole story, which could go over 200,000 words. 
  
What changed the most was my planning expectations. I initially thought that all of the planning, all 
of the art and all of the profiles would be done by May 10th. That never happened. Instead, I pushed 
it week-by-week and ended up with my planning finished 5-6 weeks before the project’s deadline. 
This stemmed from outsourcing to artists and realizing that my story’s scope was larger than I 
expected, even with my research. 
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I managed to cope with this well, and I even turned out better for it! I was able to do some talent-
related research (the entire Talents section on my research compilation), and the story itself had 
changed in ways I did not expect. 
  
The major difference was the story’s setting. I had to have an engaging setting, and the problem 
with many Danganronpa fanstories is that a setting change was meaningless. The story was the 
same, and the setting was meaningless. However, that shouldn’t be the case. 

 (Hope’s Peak Academy) 

 (Jabberwock Island) 
In the first game, the story was set in Hope’s Peak Academy and tied into a major reveal during the 
end – the picture seen was from two years prior to the game’s start and that the world was post-
apocalyptic. In the second game, it was set on Jabberwock Island in which every island had its own 
assets and theme – the island was revealed to be a simulation, tying into an endgame plot twist. 
  
The first idea was to have my story set on an island. However, this would be an artificial, man-made 
island with defined sectors and areas. It would be known as Shimei Island – ‘Shimei’ is fate or life or 
death in Japanese. Unfortunately, I stumbled with the architecture and layout of buildings, facilities 
and the like. This dragged me down, and I eventually toyed with the second idea. 
  
This second idea was an enclosed facility. Known as the Oracle Sciences Complex, the name stems 
from the ‘oracle’, and took minor influences from the Oracle of Delphi as it revolved around fate and 
destiny. This also allowed me to arrange areas without worrying about streets or outside areas. 
Rooms would be neatly and tightly organized, providing quick access. This is what I ended up going 
with. 
  

Presentation 
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To show aspects of our planning such as why, how and what, we were all told to create a 
PowerPoint. I might have spent a little too much time on this, as the PowerPoint exceeded the limit 
of 5 minutes that we had. I wrote too much, and this ended up being the main negative point. I was 
thorough, at the very least. There were some more points against this, however, as my aim might 
have been a little misdirected – I was missing the point in a few areas. This made for some 
problematic slides on the PowerPoint. 
  
There were three problematic slides in the PowerPoint. Taking the feedback from Greg, I pinpointed 
the issues and changed them. They were Basic Information, Tag Line and Research Plan. One by 
one… 
  
Basic Information had some changes made to the length. I was too vague and broad with my 
estimate before. At first, I said ‘approximately 30 novel pages give or take a few’ and ‘end two thirds 
into Chapter 1’. As my expectations simmered down and I had a better grasp on how long my 
product would be, I changed this to ‘no more than 20000 words will be submitted’. Of course, there 
may very well be less – given the half-script half-novel format present in almost all visual novels – 
but that is a case of ‘if it happens, it happens’. 
  
Tag Line had the most issues. The first tag line was ‘can you fight fate’, which itself is a contradictory 
statement, does not present anything academically and can be seen as wishy-washy. This is where 
most of the feedback from Greg came from, and I changed it accordingly. Thus, the tag line 
became… 
  
‘Can online stories (‘fanfiction’) be just as valid and engaging as traditionally published stories?’ 
  
Research Plan had some minor adjustments made. Toward the bottom, I listed a number of subjects 
I would study – talents that these ‘ultimate students’ would possess. I shifted my perspective, seeing 
that I had hardly explained where and how I would get this research. Instead, I narrowed down the 
list to a select few and made evident that I would interview members of the Danganronpa fandom – 
people I already knew and could trust. This also stemmed from the fact that I had little primary 
research planned out, so this would be enough to fill that criteria. 
  
This is the fully updated and completed PowerPoint. 
This is also the proposal that I referenced and made alongside said PowerPoint. 
  

PRODUCTION 
  

Amnesiac Start 
To those not familiar with visual novels, Danganronpa or interactive fiction, the style of the story 
may appear confusing. Everything starts off suddenly, with the main character – whose name we 
don’t know, thus she is marked as ‘???’ – waking up in an unfamiliar place. Gradually, she 
remembers her name as Miki Kageshita, and remembers more about the world she lives in and what 
she was about to get herself into – thus, opening more up about the setting of Danganronpa. 
  
Characters speaking are noted through a pixel icon and their name (if revealed). As fans of the visual 
novel medium know, the POV (point of view) character and the narrator are almost always one in 
the same. Here, the POV character is Miki Kageshita. She is the narrator of the story and every 
observation made is from her perspective – meaning she has the most time to connect with the 
reader. 
  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jG5l4BYtMuk3v4Ex7e1Tq5yyQYHMaLpm0dkFVlrCMPA/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OGb_ElpP842QkzMLk30ljnqFM-G8-3Jn0EJokNkrZUM/edit
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Something I noticed in my research of Danganronpa and Danganronpa 2 was that the stories always 
began with an info dump. An explanation of Hope’s Peak Academy, the protagonist and their views 
on life. I found that, while serving their purpose, these intros could be somewhat stilted. They’re not 
the best, in my opinion. 
  

Naming Style 
While mine is definitely not the best either, there is a more gradual flow of information to introduce 
people to the world of Danganronpa. We do not even know Miki’s name at the start, and her 
nametag ‘???’ changes to ‘Miki’ once we learn of it. 
  
Another quirk of this style – but moreso a character quirk – is that after this, Miki gives strangers a 
‘nickname’ based on their appearance. Autumn, Scholar, Cosmic, etc. It’s merely a touch of flavor. 
‘???’ could have worked fine, but the fact that Miki observes their appearance and can come up with 
a basic idea of them from that is important – she is a perspective girl. 
  

Quantum Physics 
After a talk with Zoran, the media section’s manager, I was enlightened to the topic of quantum 
physics. I’d remembered similar topics, but the fact that all of these philosophical matters were 
connected was only made aware through this conversation. In fact, it helped a lot, as you’ll see 
below. 
  
…It gets somewhat complicated below, fair warning. 
  
The short and simple is that quantum physics deals with chaos theory – the idea that what we 
observe is merely things on a large scale. There is a field of balance – what we observe – but there is 
also a field of chaos, in which nothing is right and nothing is observable. 
  
In fact, ‘observing’ is the best way to explain quantum physics. It is the belief that ‘I think, therefore I 
am’, meaning that the only thing you can prove is real is yourself – due to observing yourself. That 
same idea is true for the world around us. We know a computer or another person is real because 
we are there to observe it. Some even hold the theory that the universe was born because it was 
observed. If nothing is there to observe something, it is impossible to prove that it exists. 
  
This belief of chaos theory leads into many popular philosophical dilemmas and questions. The most 
famous being Schrodinger’s Cat. 
  

A cat, a flask of poison, and a radioactive source are placed in a sealed box for an hour. 
Should, at any point during this time period, a Geiger counter inside the box detect 
radioactivity, the flask will be destroyed. The poison released will kill the cat. However, the 
radioactive source is small enough that it only has a 50% chance of being detected during the 
hour. 

  
Therefore, it would be impossible to know if the cat was dead or alive unless the container was 
opened and the cat was observed in either state. By this logic, the cat is simultaneously both dead 
and alive at the same time. 
  
A much easier way to think is if one person flipped a coin and concealed the result to themselves 
and everyone else. Until the result is revealed, it is both heads and tails at the same time. 
  
In that sense, a choice in the future has an effect on the past, instead of the other way around – a 
perfect example of chaos theory. 
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There is also the Butterfly Effect, the Anthropic Principle, and the Many Worlds Interpretation. 
  
The last one is especially important, due to the way we humans write stories. A story has a 
beginning, a middle and an end. It’s from Point A to Point B. In the past, humans believed that this 
was how life worked – that there was such a thing as destiny. In fact, many still do, and it is where 
many stories get their ideas of ‘prophecy’ from, the idea that life itself is linear. 
  
But chaos theory – the Many Worlds Interpretation – rejects that. Life is far more complex than that, 
and many events in the past have been said to be ‘unexplainable’ (the theory that the Titanic’s 
sinking was predicted by authors more than decade before it sank, but that’s a whole other can of 
worms). One choice affects another, and it continues. There’s a world for choosing to go left, and 
another world for choosing to go right. 
  
That entire theory serves as the foundation for many visual novels. It could even be said, by that 
logic, that visual novels were created to represent that theory. The same goes for old-fashioned 
Choose Your Own Adventure books. A visual novel is not merely a book with accompanying art and 
music. It is also a game. There are many choices involved, which can range from learning more about 
a character’s quirk to deciding the life of Guy A or Guy B. The magnitude of the last choice can mean 
that you get two entirely different stories, just for one action. 
  
This…actually ties very closely into my own story’s theme of ‘fatalism’. Fatalism is in simple terms 
the ideology that, if you were to get sick, it’s pointless to call a doctor. This is the Idle Argument. 
  

If it is fated that you will recover from this illness, then, regardless of whether you consult a 
doctor or you do not consult [a doctor] you will recover. But also: if it is fated that you won’t 
recover from this illness, then, regardless of whether you consult a doctor or you do not 
consult [a doctor] you won’t recover. But either it is fated that you will recover from this 
illness or it is fated that you won’t recover. Therefore it is futile to consult a doctor. 

  
The main character is something of a fatalist (she develops this as the story goes along, from a casual 
belief to dedication). She believes that her life is merely that of a book. When it ends, it ends. While 
getting into that facet of her character would take far longer than a sentence, the idea is that this 
follows exactly how people thought life was in the past. 
  
But a visual novel denies that way of thinking. Life itself doesn’t follow that rule. While not shown in 
the prologue – what my project covers – the story will later on progress into moments of free time, 
where the protagonist can talk to anyone she wants to. To determine who she talks to, a poll is held 
for the readers to pick who they’re most interested in. 
  
That itself will get referenced. If the protagonist talked to Student #14 and Student #3 one day, was 
it fated? She could have just as easily talked to Student #7, or sat around doing nothing, or practiced 
her cooking, or tried getting more sleep. The fact she had that choice breaks the very notion of fate 
and a linear life story. That can be very engaging for some readers. 
  

Introductions 
In Danganronpa, an introduction is to see a glimpse into each and every character. This sets them all 
up, tells you who’s who and see what kind of stereotype they might fit into. It’s a staple for any 
Danganronpa story, due to the unique manner it’s presented in. 
  
https://youtu.be/JRQyu1dnef8  

https://youtu.be/JRQyu1dnef8
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We can see here that everyone has a ‘tag line’ of sorts, then a screen comes up with their name and 
talent. This is the same for every main game in the series. After this happens, the player is informed 
on who that person is, how popular they are and why they got their talent. Breaking records, 
amassing fanbases, showing limitless potential, etc. 
  
The fanstory I use as inspiration, dreadnought-despair, took the introductions a little further. This 
became more about the situation rather than the character, and was far more fleshed out due to the 
format being far more akin to a short novel. 
  
Regardless, my conclusion from both canon and fan-created works was that a Danganronpa-styled 
introduction had to engrave that character into the person’s head. They had to be unforgettable in 
their first impression. 
  
…So, I tried writing these intros out. I wrote 10 of them in total, and they each were around 200 to 
300 words, mostly script format. In the end, I scrapped them. Why? I was conscious about the 
length, and some could’ve really used some editing work that rewriting them felt like the easier 
solution. Writing them as Tumblr drafts wasn’t helping, either. Instead, I moved to Google Docs. 
  
There, I rewrote every single introduction in 2 days. That was, for the record, 14 introductions – Miki 
is the protagonist, and Matsuki had already introduced himself beforehand as the deutagonist. 7 
introductions a day, I told myself, and I achieved it. Two in the morning, three in the afternoon, two 
in the evening. The word count ended up being over 8000. But I don’t regret it, or think that it is too 
long. 

 
Yikes. 
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There are 14 introductions. 14 students to get through, where Miki and Matsuki have a conversation 
with them. There is exposition on their talent, and then they need to talk about their current 
situation. In fact, such length won’t appear as long because each introduction will be a separate post 
on the Tumblr blog, and that in of itself will be separated into three chunks of 4-5. 
 
Once the introductions were finished, I had friends and family look over the quality of my writing. I 
was looking for glaring inconsistencies and characterization the most. They all said the same thing. ‘I 
may not remember their names, because they’re Japanese, but I can remember each person and 
what they were like.’ For how unforgettable they are, I succeeded in creating Danganronpa-styled 
introductions, and I’m very happy with this! 
 
It looks like scrapping the initial drafts worked out after all! 
  

Post-Introductions 
I had four stages planned for post-introduction material. In fact, this is the same kind of format used 
in the Danganronpa games. 

1. Talk — Someone finishes the introductions, and everyone begins to talk about what’s going 
on. What’s the bigger picture? Does anyone remember how they got here? Where’s 
everyone else? 

2. Move — A voice over the intercom tells people to meet at a certain location. Either people 
are wary, or are in denial and believe everything to be okay. 

3. Mascot — The ‘mascot’ character is revealed, and they explain what is going on, they are 
the start of the ‘Killing Game’. Everyone freaks out over this, because the mascot is never 
human. In canon, it was a talking stuffed bear. 

4. Suspicion — With the mascot gone, people dwell on their situation. Everything lines up with 
the Prisoner’s Dilemma, meaning that even if no one appears suspicious, everyone will get 
defensive. People will instinctively begin to doubt each other. It plays into the ‘trust is hard 
to build, but so easy to break’ idea. 

  
My plan for the end was to throw a curve ball. Here’s how my plan would go. 

1. Talk — The same as above. Learning an odd thing from Atsuya Oikawa’s introduction, she 
brings it up to everyone else. They realize that, on top of losing their possessions (phones, 
etc.), everyone blacked out at the same time (8:15AM) in the same place (in front of Hope’s 
Peak Academy) on the same day (the welcoming ceremony). People freak out. 

2. Move — The same as above. A voice over the intercom tells people to move to the Priority A 
door in 15 minutes, which is soon found after they leave the dormitory room. Miki has a 
chance to talk to people while she waits. 

3. Monokumo — The mascot. Monokuma is the name of the canonical mascot. Monokumo is 
my version. Why does it sound the same? Kuma is ‘bear’, playing into the stuffed bear’s 
appearance. Kumo is ‘spider’. It’s a pun. Her name literally means ‘black and white spider’, 
which…she is. She explains the killing game’s rules – kill someone without being caught and 
you’re free. 

4. Punishment — This is the curve ball. Monokumo disappears, ominously telling the others to 
run to the kitchen (Priority A happens to be the cafeteria, which the kitchen is linked to) in 
case they don’t believe her. One of the doors inside – the pantry – is locked. They hear 
someone shouting for help, whom they guess to be a member of staff. He’s desperate for 
help, but the door won’t open. All the while, everyone hears a beeping noise from inside. He 
grows increasingly frantic, before explaining that there’s a bomb attached to his head, and 
he can’t get it off. 
 
…Even the burliest students can’t get the door open, and soon the bomb goes off. The door 
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is then unlocked and opened. Everyone sees a disfigured body and blood strewn across the 
place. Everyone is unnerved by this, and realize that Monokumo’s threats were very real. 

5. Suspicion — A few minutes after they back away from the door, people begin to try and 
console themselves. Those in denial have had their wake up call. A few begin to get 
defensive, and the suspicion builds up. People want to believe and to have hope, but Miki 
realizes that it’s a pipe dream at this point. 

  
This is to further raise the stakes, and show that this ‘killing game’ is a very real threat. The same 
punishment – or worse – could happen if any one student disobeyed Monokumo’s rules. With 
visceral detail of the corpse and the disturbing aftermath, the aim is to shock and unnerve the 
reader. That makes the story more engaging. 
  
The ‘punishment’, however, was drawn from another game. In the Zero Escape Series, the first game 
has a very similar scenario. One man is shoved into a room, and inadvertently disobeys the 
mastermind’s rules, causing a bomb inside his gut to explode. This is far more accidental (or rather, 
as the story plays out, it was intentional from a traitor within the group) than my play on the 
scenario, but I found it extremely effective. It clearly establishes tension, and everyone takes their 
predicament seriously. 
  
This is a short extract of my play on the punishment scene. 
  

Try as I may, I couldn’t budge the door open. Not even an inch, or a creak, or a groan of any 
kind! It was as stubborn as it was airtight, and I was breaking into a sweat – both from panic 
and from overexerting myself. 
  
Daisuke 
“MOVE IT! I’VE GOT THIS, PAL!” 
  
Suddenly, a burly hand grabbed my shoulder and shoved me aside in a mere second. Daisuke 
was…was…a human steamroller, a ‘pain train’, a man made up of fridges! He pushed me like 
I was nothing, so I didn’t feel offended. Rather, I stepped away. 
  
Daisuke 
“SOUL RIPPER! JOLYNE! GIVE ME A HAND HERE, AND THE REST OF Y’ALL JUST STEP BACK!” 
  
No arguments there. We all took a few steps back, while Jolyne and Soul Ripper dashed to 
help. Three pairs of hands gripped the handle, and… 
  
Daisuke, Soul Ripper & Jolyne 
“GRRRRRRRRRRRGHHHHH!!” 
“NNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGHHHH!!” 
“HRRRRRGGGHHH!!” 
  
…Nothing. Apart from their screams of effort, all we could hear was tense breathing 
and…that beeping noise. Beep. Beep. Beep. It was getting louder and quicker by the second. 
It didn’t seem like it at first, but…it was faster than it was before. How am I supposed to 
help?! How do we get this door open? 
  
Daisuke 
“IT’S A DOOR! IT’S JUST A SIMPLE, STUPID GOD DAMN DOOR!! WHY CAN’T WE OPEN IT?!” 
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Soul Ripper 
“T-This isn’t good. Ghhh…damn it!” 
  
In a fit of rage I hadn’t seen from her yet, Soul Ripper punched the metal door with her hand. 

  
Understandably, given time constraints, not everything is finished. This hasn’t been edited, 
proofread or given any final changes. Thus, the story past introductions isn’t finished. This will be 
covered more in the evaluation, but I am a little bummed out that I wasn’t able to complete all of 
this. 
  
Then again, that’s only within the project’s deadline. Once everything is over, I’ll be able to return to 
this. Regardless, I am happy with using a punishment idea. The canonical Danganronpa games do not 
typically use such a scenario. Instead, a ‘motive’ is released every chapter to goad people into killing. 
It’ll be the same here, but I wanted some added spice so that, from the beginning, the students are 
tense and panicking. It’s not too dark, but still gruesome. 
  

Feedback 

To gauge interest and find out if the average reader was confused or not, I sent out my work to 

several of my peers. Holly Spinner (a classmate), ‘Kou’ (the same person I interviewed), my parents 

and my tutor. They had all remarked that the quality of writing was ‘amazing’, and that the Tumblr 

blog was incredibly professional and complete. I had high praise for the work, though some pointed 

out a few grammar mistakes and that I switched between past/present tense several times. 

So, hearing this, I created a special note on the ‘about’ page. This put forth the distinction between 

two different styles of writing, and the way my story is presented. In essence, I am writing in both 

tenses. This is referred to as ADV style and NVL style. 

When it comes to the ADV format (ADVenture format, i.e. everything’s kept in a dialogue 

box) I’d need backgrounds and a lot more art to do that 100%, but I still retain the present-

tense-free-flow style of a conversation. This is where Miki’s mid-conversation thoughts come 

out the most. 

As for the NVL format (NoVeL format, where text covers the whole screen much like pages in 

a book), that’s for descriptions and long monologues, or times in which Miki is completely 

alone…or just whenever it’s appropriate. That stuff is strictly past tense. 

So, really, I’m kind of winging it and kind of mixing both together? I’m happy with the style 

I’m writing in as a person who’s had a long history of roleplaying, and because it feels the 

most natural for a story presented on here. Unless it makes things super confusing, I’m not 

one to worry about tenses. I hope that doesn’t offend anyone, but it’s my decision in the end. 
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CHAPTER 6  

MY EXTENDED PROJECT - FINAL PRODUCT  

 
 

https://danganronpa-shimei.tumblr.com/post/161730048613/prologue-00  

This is where my project is hosted! The link will take you to the start of the story, and each post as a 

‘next’ and ‘back’ feature. The list of numbers to the right side hosts a variety of pages from ‘Table of 

Contents’ to everyone’s character profiles. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Project Evaluation  

 
 

This chapter contains the extensive evaluation of my Final Major Project. I evaluate based 
on planning, research, pre-production and production. 
 
The purpose of this project, as seen in my proposal, was to experiment and see if I could 
answer this question. 
 
‘Can online stories (‘fanfiction’) be just as valid and engaging as traditionally published 
stories?’ 
 
Based on my results and the extent of my project, I can answer with confidence that this is 
correct. There is very little difference between the story written by a fan, and the story 
written by an author. This is what I had hoped to learn – to be able to remove the invisible 
line that people put between ‘professional’ and ‘amateur’. In the end, we are all writers, 
and that is what I learned. 
 
On top of that, I had hoped to start a project that was on my mind for three years. I’m 
extremely relieved to know that, as well as fulfilling a wish of mine, it was very well 
received by my peers. It’s breathtaking. 
 
When I first started out on my planning, I had very high expectations. I said to myself that I 
would write the prologue and a full chapter. Given my time frame and hindsight, I 
should’ve known that was impossible to achieve in 10 weeks. It was a huge project – 
bigger than any other project I saw my classmates working on. I pushed myself to my 
limits, and it was very rewarding. The amount of planning, documents, spreadsheets, 
drafts and character betas was astounding. 
 
In fact, the research and planning took at least 4 weeks to finish, if not 5 or 6. I had to come 
up with 16 fleshed out characters, a setting, a mascot character, research both 
Danganronpa 1 and 2, look into other similar Visual Novels, I got inspired by a song, I set up 
a questionnaire and even then there was more. But, for the project, I felt as if I had enough 
research. I could’ve done more, and I would’ve done more, but I knew that I had to draw the 
line if I were to have enough time to actually write the story. I could have interviewed more 
of my community members, I could have examined more of my influences, I could have 
dabbled in the talents and hobbies myself for personal experience. However, that is all stuff 
that can be achieved in the future! 
 
The important thing to know is that this project is ongoing. It is developing as I get artwork, 

AC 4.1
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write more of the story and get inspired by more soundtracks. The story will end when I 
reach the end. 
 
There were a few flaws in my design. One is that there was a minor lack of audio material. If 
I had the skills to make my own music, I would have. If I had the money to commission a 
musician, I would have! However, I was perfectly fine settling with existing music from 
Danganronpa and the Zero Escape Trilogy. My product wasn’t being sold, so I did not need 
to worry about copyright. 
 
Another weakness was outsourcing to unreliable artists. One artist in particular, I 
commissioned for 4 pieces of artwork, totalling up to $60. I received 2 on time, 1 at the very 
last minute and the last is yet to be finished. The character introductions were handled by a 
different artist, and a third artist did the pixel icons – both of these were done considerably 
quicker and did not stress me out as much. For the future, I will consider these two artists 
more! They are friends of mine too, meaning I do not need to worry about feeling awkward 
around them. They know me, and I know them. 
 
As for the research itself? There may have been one too many secondary sources. This is not 
a great flaw, actually. The work and the research involved was largely secondary. I am happy 
that my primary research came from my community! Interviewing people I was familiar with 
may seem like a negative to some, but I found it much easier to ask questions and there was 
no pressure on me – it did not add onto the stress I already felt. 
 
When I place my work next to dreadnought-despair? Their work is far more novel-esque, 
with everything being written in past tense and using face icons for everyone that contains 
different expressions. This made things flow better, in my opinion. However, I am happy 
with my work. Comparing it to another person’s work is silly. It will only pressure me, and 
make me think ‘oh, I should do it their way’. I despise the idea of trying to compare good 
points and bad points. My work and their work are separate, they are both good, and I 
simply used it as a jumping off point in order to not make mistakes. 
 
Finally, I believe that the project went well. It went great! The artwork is splendid, I found 
fitting music for each situation, all of the planning and research went to good use. There 
were stressful situations, there was a lot of panic, and I might not have done it without the 
feedback from my peers to encourage me. I have them to thank for reassuring me. It 
actually went better than I expected, because of this! I’m thankful and happy beyond words. 
 
If I were to start from scratch, I would have cleaned up the research and planning process. I 
would have written more extensive samples of each character before the introductions, I 
would have ensured that I had more time to write the project so that I wasn’t as stressed 
and so that nothing was done at the last minute. There needed to be a smoother start and 
less unrealistic expectations, but I was able to make the lemonade out of lemons and 
continue regardless. The beginning was rough, the middle was fine, the ending was 
satisfying. If I could level that out, I would’ve been happier. 
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APPENDICES  
 

Extended project in creative media production Learning Outcomes and Assessment  
 

1. Understand the requirements of a creative media production project. 
1.1 Analyse the requirements of a creative media production project. 

2. Be able to use research methods to inform ideas for creative media production. 
2.1 Review a range of research sources to support a creative media production project.  

2.2 Interpret research to develop ideas and effectively communicate to an audience  

 

3. Be able to use skills, knowledge and understanding in the completion of a creative media 

project. 
3.1 Apply practical skills, knowledge and understanding to complete a creative media project 

within an agreed timeframe. 
 

4. Be able to evaluate a creative media project. 
4.1 Critically evaluate a creative media project against the agreed requirements and 

parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


